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ON THE ISOMETRIES OF Hf(B)

YASUO MATSUGU AND TAKAHIKO YAMADA

(Communicated by Theodore W. Gamelin)

Abstract. Let £ be a complex Banach space on which all the multipliers are

trivial. Let //|°(5) denote the Banach space of £-valued bounded holomor-

phic functions on the open unit ball B of C . In this paper we prove that every

linear isometry T of H^{B) onto itself is of the form {TF){z) = rZF{tp{z))

for all F e Hg?{B), z 6 B , where X is a linear isometry of E onto itself and

ip is a biholomorphic map of B .

1. Introduction

Let n > 1 be a fixed integer. Throughout this paper the letters B and E will

denote the open unit ball of the complex «-dimensional Euclidean space C"

and a complex Banach space, respectively. H™(B) denotes the Banach space

of all is-valued bounded holomorphic functions defined on B provided with

the supremum norm. (For the definition of ^-valued holomorphic functions,

see [5, §3.15].) A bounded operator A on E is called a multiplier if there is a

positive number p such that, for given ei, e2e E and r > 0, the assumption

Iki - Xe2\\ < r for all X e C with \k\ < p implies \\ex - Ae2\\ < r. (For
equivalent definitions of multipliers, see [2, Part I, 3.A].) Mult( E) stands for

the set of all multipliers on E .
In the case of the dimension n = 1, B coincides with the open unit disc

D in the complex plane C. Cambern and Jarosz [3] have recently proved the

following theorem:

Theorem A. Let E be a Banach space with Mult(E) = C, and let T be a linear

isometry of Hf(D) onto itself. Then T is of the form

(TF)(z) = 1F(x(z)),        FeH?(D),zeD,

where 1 is a linear isometry of E onto itself and x is a conformal map of D

onto itself.

In place of the assumption Mult(.E') = C, by assuming that E is uniformly

convex and uniformly smooth, Lin [7] has obtained the same result as Theorem

A, via a different method. If E is uniformly convex, then it is strictly convex.

(For these notions of Banach spaces, see, e.g., [4].) If E is strictly convex, then
Mult (E) = C [6, Theorem 12.7]. Hence Theorem A contains Lin's result. The
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purpose of this paper is to prove a generalization of Theorem A to the case of

any dimension n > 1 .

Let H°°(B) denote the Banach space of all bounded holomorphic complex

functions on B provided with the supremum norm. Aut( B ) stands for the set

of all biholomorphic maps of B . For a characterization of the isometries of

H°°(B), we refer to [8, §7.5.7] (see also [1]):

Theorem B. If T is a linear isometry of H°°(B) onto itself, then there exist a

tp e Aut(2?) and a c e C with \c\ = 1, such that

Tf = cfo<p,        feH°°(B).

The main result of the present paper is the following:

Theorem 1. Let E be a Banach space with Mult(£') = C. If T is a linear

isometry of H^(B) onto itself, then there exist aye Aut(R) and a linear

isometry 1 of E onto itself such that

(TF)(z) = TF(tp(z))

for all F e Hf(B) and z e B.

In order to prove Theorem 1 we argue along the lines of [3], but we need to

solve Gleason's problem for the space Hj?(B). In §2 we describe this subject.

The last section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.

2. Gleason's problem for Hf?(B)

To begin with, we recall the Ahern-Schneider solution of Gleason's problem
for the space Hco(B). Let S = dB and a denote the unit sphere of C"

and the rotation invariant positive Borel measure on S for which a(S) =

1, respectively. For a = (ax, ... , an) e B, z = (zx, ... , z„) e B, C =

(Cx,...,£„)eS, ;e{l,...,«}, and / e H°°(B), we define

Ka{7   n_Z]{C(z,Q-C(a,Q}

where (z-a, 0 = E"-i(**-<%)?* and C(z, 0 = (l-(z, 0)"" (the Cauchy
kernel for B ). Moreover, we define

(Lajf)(z)= f KJ(z,Qf(Qdo(Q.
Js

The Ahern-Schneider solution of Gleason's problem for H°°(B) is the following

[8, §6.6.2]:

Theorem C. If fi e H°°(B) and a e B, then

L«fieH°°(B),     H^/lloo < cll/Hoo       (; = 1,...,«)

and
n

f(z) - f(a) = $>; - aj)(Lajf)(z),        zeB,

;=i

where c is a positive constant depending only on the point a and the dimension

n.

Using this theorem, we solve Gleason's problem for the space H^(B):
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Theorem 2. Suppose F e Hf(B) and a e B. Then the following hold:
(i) For any z eB and any integer j with 1 < j < n, the E-valued Bochner

integral

(1) (%F)(z)= f KJ(z,Z)F({)do(Z)
Js

exists.
(ii) Za]FeHf(B)(j=l,...,n).

(iii) F(z)-F(a) = Yrj=x(zj-aJ)(ZajF)(z),  zeB.

Proof. For an ^-valued function G defined on a set X and Ae E* (the dual

space of E), we define the scalar function AG by

(AG)(x) = A(G(x)),       xeX.

Fix z eB and j e{l, ... , n}. Put

Gj-(C) = K?(z,QF(Q

for almost all { e S ([a]). Then

(AG))(Q = K<j(z,Q(AF)(Q

for any A e E* and almost all C £ S ([cr]). The assumption F e H^(B)

implies AF e H°°(B). Thus we have AG? e L'(ff) and

l(AG*j)do = (L%AF))(z).
J s

Moreover, it holds that

(2) fs \\Kf(z, 0F(0|| aV < ||F|U jf \KJ(z, 0| a-tT(C) < oo.

By (2) and the fact that the open subset B of C" is separable, the .E-valued

Bochner integral (1) exists. (See [5, Theorems 3.5.3 and 3.7.4].) This proves

(i).
By (1) and Theorem C, we have

A(ZajF) = Laj(AF) e H°°(B),

IIA^^IU^cllAFIIoo^cOAIIHFIloo,
and

n

(AF)(z) - (AF)(a) = $>,- - aj)A(£fjF)(z)

;=i

= AlJ2(zj-aj)(^F)(z)\

for any Ae E*. Hence

n

F(z)-F(a) = y£(zj-aj)(2ajF)(z).

j=\
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Moreover, it follows that

H^FIU = sup{||(£,aF)(z)|| : z e B}

= snp{\A((Z)F)(z))\ :zeB,AeE\ \\A\\ < 1}

< sup{||A(£JflF)||00 :AeE*, ||A|| < 1} < cH^IU < oo.

This shows 2,ajF e Hj?(B) (j = 1,..., n). The proof is complete.

3. Proof of Theorem 1

Before we give the proof of Theorem 1, we establish two propositions. The

following first one is almost trivial, but for the sake of reference we state it:

Proposition 3. Suppose f e H°°(B), and define the multiplication operator Mf

on Hf(B) by

(MfF)(z) = f(z)F(z),        FeHf(B),   z e B.

Then Mf e Mult(//|°(fi)) and \\Mf\\ = \\fi\U

Proposition 4 (cf. [3, Proposition 2]). Let A be a multiplier on Hj?(B). Then

for any z eB there is a multiplier Az on E such that

(AF)(z) = Az(F(z)),        FeHf(B).

Proof. Fix z e B. We define a map Az : E —► E by Az(e) = (A(lBe))(z),
where 1b is the constant function 1 on B . Then we have Az e Mult(is), as

shown in the proof of [3, Proposition 2].

By Theorem 2, for any F e Hf(B) there exist Gj e Hf(B) (j=l,...,n)
such that

n

F(w) - F(z) = £(u>; - Zj)Gj(w),        weB.

7=1

Put f(w) = Wj - Zj (w e B, j = 1,..., n). Then {/,,...,/„} c H°°(B)
and

n

F-lBF(z) = Y,MfjGj
j=i

in B. Since Mult (7/|°(B)) is a commutative operator algebra [2, p. 54], it

follows from Proposition 3 that

AF-A(\BF(z)) = jrMfj(AGj)
j=i

in B. Since f(z) = 0 for ;' = 1,...,«, we conclude that

(AF)(z) = A(\BF(z))(z) = Az(F(z)).

This completes the proof.

The following corollary to Proposition 4 is shown by the same way used in

[3, the proof of the corollary, p. 465].
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Corollary 5. Suppose Mult(£) = C. Then each A e Mv\l(Hg(B)) is of the
form A = Mf, where fi is a function in H°°(B).

Now we can prove the main result of the present paper:

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose Mult(£) = C and T is a linear isometry of

Hf(B) onto itself. Let / € H°°(B). Then it is easy to verify that TMfT~x e

Mnlt(Hf(B)). By Corollary 5, we have M^{/) = TMfT~x for some <D(/) €
H°°(B). Since T is a linear isometry of Hf(B) onto itself, it follows that O

is a linear isometry of H°°(B) onto itself and O(Ib) = Ib ■ By Theorem B,

there exists a <p e Aut(5) such that

<&(f) = fo(p,        f€H°°(B).

We define two linear isometries Tx and T2 of H^(B) onto itself by

(TxF)(z) = F(<p-x(z)),        FeHf(B),  zeB,

and   T2 = TxoT. Then it follows that T2Mf = MfT2 for any / e H°°(B).
Fix z eB. Suppose F eHf(B), G e Hf(B), and F(z) = G(z). Since

F - G e Hg>(B), and (F - G)(z) = 0, Theorem 2 gives that there exist Pj e

Hf?(B)(j=l,..., n) such that

F-G = j^Mf)Pj,
7 = 1

where f(w) =Wj - Zj  (w e B, j = I, ... , n). Hence

T2F -T2G = J2 T2(MfjPj) = f^fj(T2Pj).
7=1 7=1

Since f(z) = 0  (j = 1,...,«), we have

(T2F)(z) = (T2G)(z).

We can therefore define a map 1Z from E to E by

1z(F(z)) = (T2F)(z),        FeH^(B).

The above discussion shows that Tz is a well-defined linear map of E to itself.

Moreover, we can see that Tz is, in fact, equal to a constant linear isometry X

of E onto itself, for all z e B. This is shown by the same argument used in
the last paragraph of the proof of [3, Proposition 3].

For F e Hf(B) and z e B, we thus have

(TF)(z) = ((T~x o T2)F)(z) = T~x(1(F(z))) = Z(F(<p(z))).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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